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Abstract The Earth’s bow shock is the best-known collisionless shock in space.

Although much is known about the bow shock, the mechanisms of heating and

thermalization processes still remain poorly understood. Collisionless shocks are

different from ordinary fluid shocks, because a fraction of the incident solar wind is

reflected from the bow shock and the transmitted particles are not immediately

thermalized. The reflected particles interact with the incident solar wind producing

waves and instabilities that can heat and accelerate particles to high energies. Some

of the waves can grow to large amplitudes such as Short Large Amplitude Magnetic

Structures. Other upstream nonlinear structures include hot flow anomalies and

density holes. The upstream nonlinear structures subsequently convect Earthward

with the SW and could impact the structure and dynamics of the bow shock. These

observations have clearly indicated that the upstream dynamics are an integral part

of the bow shock system. Although much has been learned about the behavior of

Earth’s bow shock dynamics from the existing data, many fundamental questions

remain not answered. This article will review observations of ion dynamics of

Earth’s bow shock system, what we have learned from recent and past observations.

We provide new perspectives from multi-spacecraft Cluster observations about the

spatial and temporal variations including the fundamental shock heating, acceler-

ation, and entropy generation processes.
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1 Introduction

The rise time of the sudden commencement observed during geomagnetic storms

was originally interpreted in terms of the arrival of different energy solar flare

particles compressing the Earth’s magnetic field. Noting that the dispersion of the

different energy particles would give a much longer rise time than what was

observed, Gold (1955) suggested that the fast rise time signature was consistent with

the arrival of a collisionless shock wave. This idea received much attention from

astrophysicists interested to accelerate particles to cosmic energies and laboratory

researchers looking for mechanisms to heat plasmas to high temperatures in fusion

machines. Fundamental issues were discussed on how plasmas could be thermal-

ized, entropy generated without collisions and whether fluid physics could

adequately describe collisionless plasmas. However, when the super-Alfvénic solar

wind was discovered, the discussions ended abruptly and a clear resolution of the

fundamental issues was not reached. Space researchers accepted the magnetic

discontinuity observed in front of Earth as evidence of a collisionless shock.

Collisionless shocks are ubiquitous in nature. They occur with supernova

explosions and gamma ray bursts and in our heliosphere with coronal mass ejections

that drive interplanetary shock waves. Shocks are irreversible and the shock

boundary represents a transition between two regions of local thermodynamic

equilibrium (Krall 1997). Analogous to ordinary shocks, the hotter plasma

downstream of Earth’s bow shock has been interpreted to represent the thermalized

SW (Kennel et al. 1985). However, how thermalization could be achieved without

collisions still remains a mystery and has been the interests of many experimental

and theoretical studies.

Accurate characterization of the behavior of Earth’s bow shock is important to

help us understand the dynamics of collisionless shocks occurring elsewhere in the

Universe. Krasnosselskikh et al. (2013) recently discussed bow shock observations

pointing out that heating mechanisms are not well understood, because the

fundamental aspects occur on many different spatial and temporal scales. Numerous

other reviews of Earth’s bow shock include the articles by Krall (1997), Lembège

et al. (2004), Bale et al. (2005), Eastwood et al. (2005), Burgess et al. (2012),

Treumann (2009), and Wilson III (2016). Recently, two text books have also been

published on the basic physics of collisionless shocks (Balogh and Treumann 2013;

Burgess and Scholer 2015).

The main purpose of this article is to review observations of Earth’s bow shock as

revealed in the ion data. This review complements the previous review articles on

Earth’s bow shock and will include topics not covered in them. Our review will use

both old and new observations to show how our understanding of the bow shock

physics has progressed over time. We emphasize new observations from the multi-

spacecraft Cluster mission that consists of four spacecraft with identical

instrumentation allowing us to observe the spatial and temporal variations of the
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plasma dynamics. Moreover, the instruments have been designed with the most

advanced technology to obtain full 3D distributions on spin time resolutions of a

few seconds. We have chosen to present Cluster observations, because we are

familiar with the experiment and we have studied the data extensively, analyzed,

digested, and published in refereed journals. Unfortunately, some important

observations from other missions may likely be overlooked and we apologize in

advance for these omissions.

2 Organizing the bow shock

Understanding the dynamics in the bow shock region took a great leap during the

seventies and eighties when instruments began measuring the bow shock and the

upstream region with good temporal and energy resolutions. It was noted that the

magnetic field for some of the shock transition regions from the upstream SW to the

downstream magnetosheath was sharp and well defined, while others were noisy

and accompanied by large magnetic fluctuations (Fig. 1). These observations have

led to a number of useful definitions to organize the bow shock.

2.1 Quasi-perpendicular and quasi-parallel shocks

The angle between the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the normal to the

boundary of the shock, hBN, was observed an important parameter that organized the

bow shock. Because the bow shock is roughly a paraboloid, the normal of the shock

changes direction continuously on the dayside. The bow shock is classified as quasi-

perpendicular when hBN [ 45� and quasi-parallel when hBN\45�. On average, the

quasi-perpendicular shock shape favors the dusk side and quasi-parallel the dawn

side (Fig. 1). Early studies showed quasi-perpendicular shocks were relatively

‘‘smooth’’, while the quasi-parallel shocks were usually accompanied by waves and

turbulences. However, observations have since indicated that quasi-perpendicular

shocks can also be accompanied by waves, especially when the upstream solar wind

has a high Mach number and high b plasma. In these situations, the quasi-

perpendicular shocks can include oscillatory behavior (Newbury et al. 1998) and

they may not be stable (Lobzin 2007).

2.2 Super-critical and sub-critical shocks

Mechanisms have been sought to explain how the downstream magnetosheath (MS)

plasma temperature can increase by more than the adiabatic heating by compression

of the magnetic field. MHD theory predicts that when the fast magnetosonic Mach

number (MA) of flowing plasma increases above some critical value, resistivity

alone is not adequate to provide the temperature jump to the downstream conditions.

The early theory suggested that the critical MA was around 2.7 for perpendicular

shocks. However, this theory assumed that the shock was propagating into a cold

plasma. Later, theories taking into consideration of both Bn and temperature showed

that the SW conditions will actually indicate the critical MA � 1–2 (Edmiston and
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Fig. 1 Examples of the bow shock discontinuity measured by a magnetometer for different
magnetosonic Mach number Mms, b, and hBN (from Russell et al. (1982))
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Kennel 1984; Kennel 1987). Other critical Mach numbers (Krasnosselskikh et al.

2002) are associated with dispersive radiation that could affect whether quasi-

perpendicular shocks are unstable (Tidman and Northrop 1968). Shocks above the

critical Mach number are called super-critical shocks and those below called sub-

critical shocks. Since � 95% of the Mach number of the SW exceeds � 5.6

(Feldman et al. 1977), Earth’s bow shock is super-critical most of the time and

rarely sub-critical (Thomsen 1988).

2.3 Reflected and gyrating particles

To illustrate the dynamics of reflected particles, we show an example of the bow

shock crossing observed on 7 November 1977 by ISEE 2 (Fig. 2). The instrument is

two dimensional and integrates over �55� in latitude.

The panels in Fig. 2 show contours of equal velocity space density in 2D velocity

space from upstream SW to downstream of the magnetic ramp. The positions where

the measurements are made relative to the shock are indicated by the solid dots on

the plasma density profiles (inserts, upper left corner). The first frame also shows the

orientation of the shock front (dashed line). The asterisk in the second frame

indicates the predicted velocity of the gyrating ions at their turning point. A circle of

constant speed is marked in frame 8. The adjacent contours represent a jump of one

decade in phase space density. The instrument has a 3 s time resolution but to cover

the entire pass and to show the evolution of the distributions, only every other frame

Fig. 2 Velocity scale indicated in the upper right-hand corner of the first frame. The (Vx;Vy)-planes are

parallel to the ecliptic plane with Vx pointing toward the Sun. The ? symbol represents the origin of the
coordinate system (the satellite S frame) and is also approximately the shock position, which was not
moving fast at these times (from Paschmann et al. (1982))
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is shown. To interpret these observations, the reader is reminded that the electric

field in the observer frame (S frame) is E and in the solar wind S0 frame,

E0 ¼ Eþ VSW � B.
A schematic diagram (Fig. 3) shows the predicted trajectories of (a) ions directly

transmitted through the shock and (b) specularly reflected from the perpendicular

shock by the magnetic field B and electrostatic potential. For specular reflection, the

guiding center velocity of the reflected particle is Vgc ¼ 2 VSW and the distance of

the turning point of the ions from the shock ramp is indicated by the letter d. The

reflected particles are accelerated by the SW electric field E0 to energies higher than

their initial energies.

Fig. 3 Schematic of ion trajectories directly transmitted through and reflected off a perpendicular shock
(trajectories a and b). The magnetic field is perpendicular to the plane of the figure. VSW is the velocity of
the incident solar wind. Reflected ions gain energy from the interplanetary electric field and gyrate back
to the shock. Expected ion distributions in 2D velocity space shown at three different locations. The
incident and directly transmitted ions are represented by the big dots labelled VSW and VMS. The initially
reflected ions (open symbols) are confined to circles whose radius is the gyrospeed, Vgc, which is 2VSW

(specular reflection) in the upstream and downstream regions. Note that the SW velocity in the
downstream region has been slowed down (from Sckopke (1995))
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When the accelerated ions return back across the shock into the downstream

MS (because the guiding center motion of specularly reflected ions in

perpendicular shocks is directed toward the magnetosheath), the particles

occupy a region of velocity space different from the transmitted SW beam and

the total volume of the velocity space increases with the consequence that the

second velocity moment yields a higher temperature. The reflection of the SW

and subsequent convection of the accelerated population into the magne-

tosheath has been suggested as the first step of SW thermalization mechanism.

However, note that this is a creation of another population in a different region

of the velocity space. Transmission of an ion under the influence of only quasi-

static electric fields cannot be a form of heating as the process is entirely

reversible.

The reflected particles in the downstream region continue to gyrate about the

main body of the transmitted SW, and they evolve into a ring- or torus-like

distribution. The dispersion in velocity space is predominantly in the perpendicular

direction of the magnetic field with very little in the parallel direction. Hence, a

highly anisotropic distribution is formed around the SW core with T? [ Tk. These

distributions are unstable and waves generated can scatter and heat particles (Liu

et al. 2006). Burgess (1989) separated the incident SW into two subpopulations

using an energy criterion method and a hybrid simulation model found that the

reflected ions become the most energetic and hottest ions in the downstream region.

2.4 Foreshock boundary

An important region upstream of the bow shock is called a foreshock region,

which is a region in ‘‘communication’’ with the shock and does not exist in

hydrodynamic shocks. Reflected SW on the quasi-perpendicular side and

particles from the downstream side can travel along the IMF into the upstream

region and form a foreshock boundary. Thus, in the foreshock region, one finds,

in addition to the SW particles, particles that are coming from the bow shock.

The early observations have also reported observations of high energy electrons

and ions (up to several hundred keV) thought to be leakage of magnetosheath

and magnetospheric populations (Sarris et al. 1987; Krimigis et al. 1978;

Kronberg et al. 2011).

Foreshock crossings are readily identified in the solar wind electron and ion data

by the onset of an enhanced flux of backstreaming particles and by a reversal of the

electron heat flux. Note that only back streaming electrons are observed in the

electron foreshock which is formed ahead of the ion foreshock in which the

backstreaming ions are detected. While the ions in the foreshock boundary are field-

aligned, deeper in the foreshock and closer to the quasi-parallel shock region, the

ion distributions become more diffuse and isotropic.

We now use the single particle theory and show how the foreshock boundaries

form. The velocity of the guiding centers (GCs) of the foreshock particles in the

spacecraft frame (S-frame) is given by
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vgc ¼ vk þ v?

¼ vk þ B� VSW � B

B2

ð1Þ

Here, vk and v? are thermal velocities of the particles related to the pitch angles a
by vk ¼ v cos a and v? ¼ v cos a, and VSW is the SW velocity (the subscript IMF has

been deleted in B). Note that jv?j ¼ VSW sin/, where / is the angle between VSW

and BIMF. For a given VSW and IMF B, the second term of the right hand in Eq. (1) is

constant. However, vgc depends on vk, and the foreshock boundary will be struc-

tured with sheets of electrons and ions of different parallel velocities and higher vk
sheets further away from the bow shock.

The escaping bow shock particles are tied to BIMF and the particles will be

convected with the SW. Hence, the foreshock boundary defined by the GCs will not

be directed along the IMF. To see this, consider the angle between vk and the BIMF,

given by c,

tan c ¼ jv?j
jvkj

¼ VSW sin/
vT cos a

ð2Þ

where vT is the total velocity of the reflected particle and a is the pitch angle, the

angle between vT and BIMF. Since c depends of vk, c decreases with increasing

parallel energy of the reflected particles.

An energy-dependent particle pattern will form in the upstream region of Earth’s

bow shock assuming that particles of various energies are instantly released from

the bow shock (see Figure 1 in Anderson et al. (1979)). Thus, a spacecraft located at

a given location in space will measure those particles given by Eq. (2) that intercept

the spacecraft. Moreover, since the spacecraft is detecting particles with a certain c,
the spacecraft will also be able to detect particles with smaller c’s, those particles

with higher parallel energies. Particles with larger c’s will not be detected, because
these particles are swept farther downstream of the spacecraft by the SW. Finally,

note that since the electrons have much smaller mass than the ions, the foreshock

boundary location of electrons will have a much smaller c than the ions.

Foreshock boundary has been studied by numerous simulation models (Omidi

et al. 2013; Karimabadi et al. 2014; Kempf et al. 2015). Kempf et al. (2015)

compared the velocity distributions in the Earth’s foreshock using the hybrid

simulation of THEMIS observations.

2.5 Field-aligned beams, and intermediate and diffuse distributions

We present below examples of plasma distributions that have been observed in the

upstream region. Our discussion will be short and qualitative and limited to only

observational results. The cause-effect relationships between unstable distributions

and the associated waves are not discussed here (see Wilson III et al. (2013b)). For

additional discussion on the upstream distributions, see Burgess et al. (2012).

Observations of ion distributions in the Earth’s foreshock regions show that three

classes of ion distributions populate the foreshock (Fig. 4). One appears in a narrow
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range of pitch angles along the BIMF. The field-aligned beams are thought to result

from specular reflection coupled with strong pitch angle scattering, and acceleration

by the SW electric field (Meziane et al. 2011). This beam distribution (Fig. 4, top) is

contrasted with another distribution that consists of particles covering a broader

pitch-angle range (middle). This population has been called ‘‘intermediate’’

distribution. The distribution that has spread over the entire 2p pitch angles is

called diffuse distribution (bottom).

The diffuse distributions are almost always accompanied by magnetic oscilla-

tions at hydromagnetic frequencies (Fig. 5). These MHD waves must be locally

produced, because their group velocity is less than the SW flow speed. Hence, they

cannot be produced at the shock and propagated out into the upstream region. The

isotropic distributions were initially thought to come from waves that scatter the

field-aligned beam particles in velocity space. However, field-aligned ions consist

almost entirely of protons at low energies (� 10 keV), while the diffuse ion

composition is more consistent with the incident SW (Ipavich et al. 1981, 1984;

Fig. 4 Examples of three types of super-thermal ion distributions observed in the upstream foreshock
region. On the left are relief plots of count rate in 2D velocity space integrated over �55� of the elevation
angle about the ecliptic plane. On the right are counters of constant velocity space density in the same 2D
velocity space for the same events as on left (from Thomsen (1985))
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Fuselier 1995). The mechanisms to produce diffuse population are still not

understood and suggestions include processes similar to those processes in diffusive

shock acceleration of particles (Burgess et al. 2012).

2.6 Nonlinear structures and waves upstream of bow shock

Early Explorers, Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO), and ISEE missions

have shown that the SW in the upstream region is often perturbed and the

perturbations induce time varying IMF. These magnetic variations can have large

amplitudes especially close to the bow shock. Sometimes, isolated and nearly

monochromatic magnetic field structures can be triggered. There are in addition

numerous field and particle structures with time scales varying from seconds to

minutes (Schwartz 1991).

Schwartz et al. (1985) and Thomsen et al. (1986) discovered the upstream

nonlinear structures independently. Originally HFAs were called active current

sheets and Thomsen et al. (1986) called them hot diamagnetic cavities (HDCs).

Later, Paschmann et al. (1988) suggested the name three-dimensional structures

with anomalous flow directions. However, the name hot flow anomaly was adopted,

because the name could apply to all of the events without implying a specific

generation mechanism (Onsager et al. 1990). The basic mechanism for producing

these nonlinear structures is due to the interaction of the current sheets in the IMF

with the bow shock (Burgess and Schwartz 1988; Burgess 1989). Hybrid

simulations have reproduced many magnetic and particle features of HFAs

(Thomas and Brecht 1988; Thomas et al. 1991). The original simulation model of

HFA excluded the SW and the high temperature is produced by the energetic

reflected particles from the bow shock and it did not include instabilities.

Fig. 5 Example of ion flux variations in diffuse distribution that are accompanied by low-frequency
waves in the upstream region observed on ISEE spacecraft
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2.6.1 Low-frequency waves

A variety of waves observed upstream of the bow shock, but within the foreshock

region, the first report was made by Hoppe et al. (1981). Wilson III (2016) has

recently reviewed and updated the low-frequency wave observations including how

interpretations have changed about the origin of these waves, since their discovery.

Waves with frequencies larger than � 1 Hz are probably directly related to

instabilities with collimated back streaming ion beams. These waves are generally

restricted to the far upstream region from the bow shock and originally thought to

result from some ion–ion instability. However, Sentman et al. (1983) have argued

that the responsible mechanisms could involve electron instability. Subsequently, it

was shown (Orlowski et al. 1995; Wilson III et al. 2012) that these waves

correspond to whistler precursors with group velocities exceeding the SW speed that

have escaped into the upstream region (Wilson III 2016).

Figure 6 shows several examples of low-frequency waves observed in the

upstream region. The top panel shows an example of compressive waves

predominantly left hand polarized in the spacecraft frame and they propagate

against the SW flow, but eventually, the waves are convected by the SW toward the

bow shock leading to reversal of the polarization in the plasma frame. These waves

are thought to be right-hand polarized magnetosonic modes with dB=B � 0.3.

Fig. 6 Time series of magnetic field magnitude in the ULF wave frequency range. Note that some are
nearly sinusoidal and others are steeped and more complex (from Schwartz (1991))
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2.6.2 Growth of nonlinear magnetic pulses, SLAMS

Some of these upstream waves can become nonlinear. An example of an isolated

Short Large Amplitude Magnetic Structure (SLAMS) event in the foreshock region

is shown in Fig. 7. Schwartz (1992) has also shown that the SLAMS can be

embedded in the low-frequency ULF waves (not shown). This magnetic pulse is a

factor of 2–3 in amplitude over the background ULF waves, with dB=B� 4.

SLAMS have typical durations of � 10 s in the SC frame of reference. SLAMS

have mixtures of right- and left-hand polarizations (SC frame), and they are very

oblique (hkB � 55�, hkV � 40�, where hkB and hkV are angles between the wave

normal direction and the magnetic field and the bulk flow velocity, respectively)

(Schwartz 1991; Wilson III et al. 2013a). SLAMS become more and more aligned

with the nominal bow shock normal as they advect toward the bow shock, but they

tend to be oblique to the local magnetic field direction, resembling a quasi-

perpendicular shock orientation. The SW particles in the neighborhood of SLAMS

behave similarly to particles interacting with quasi-perpendicular shock region, as

they can also include reflected and gyrating population. SLAMS can locally produce

field-aligned beams (Kis et al. 2013; Wilson III et al. 2013b). SLAMS are

sometimes accompanied by density depleted regions (Thomsen et al. 1990),

resembling DHs. SLAMS were thought to form from steepening of ULF waves

(Schwartz 1991) and the original suggestion was that they grew from relative

motion between the incident SW and reflected ion population producing ion–ion

beam instability. However, SLAMS exhibit soliton-like properties and the spatial

scales which are � 1000 km are much smaller than the ULF waves (Bale et al.

1998; Lucek et al. 2004, 2008). Recent global hybrid simulation models now

suggest that SLAMS are associated with shock-reflected ring-beam distributions

that scatter and heat particles during the wave growth associated with the diffuse ion

population (Blanco-Cano et al. 2006). Moreover, full PIC simulation results

indicate that the free energy source for SLAMS is due to gradients in the diffuse ion

density population (Scholer et al. 2003; Tsubouchi and Lembège 2004). These PIC

Fig. 7 Time series of magnetic field magnitude for an isolated SLAMS event in the ULF wave field
(from Schwartz (1991))
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models are consistent with observations that SLAMS are always observed with

diffuse ions (Wilson III et al. 2009).

3 Cluster observations

Particle instruments on numerous missions, Vela, Mariner, OGOs, IMPs, ISEE and

more recently on Wind, Cluster, and THEMIS have shown plasmas in the vicinity of

the bow shock come from several sources whose density and temperatures can vary

by orders of magnitude. Observations have also shown that plasmas on the dayside

of Earth include, in addition, to the SW, reflected and gyrating particles from the

bow shock and leakage of magnetosheath particles (Thomsen et al. 1986; Sckopke

1995). Although these particles represent a small fraction of the total population (up

to 20%), they occupy different regions of the velocity space affecting the calculated

values of the mean velocity and temperature. To develop models and understand the

mechanisms of the SW, SW must be measured without contamination from the

other particles, and the instruments must have sufficient energy resolution and also

small gaps between the energy channels, so that the shape of the distributions can be

accurately determined. Below, we describe briefly the salient features of the Cluster

plasma experiment, then proceed to discuss the upstream structures of the recently

discovered density holes (DH), and then discuss the possible relationships of DHs to

the better known hot flow anomalies (HFAs).

3.1 Cluster plasma experiment

On Cluster, we have two detectors with two different geometrical factors. Both are

electrostatic analyzers (ESAs), but one is designed specifically to measure the cold

SW beam (g-detector). This detector includes eight sensors aligned along the polar

(h) direction separated by � 5.625� and the SW is detected in the 8 /-sectors
(5.625�) in the � 45� azimuthal /-wedge aligned along the Sun–Earth line (Rème

et al. 2001). Moreover, this instrument is microprocessor controlled and the high-

voltage (HV) sweeps only near the peak of the SW distribution and data from each

of the 64 h;/ directions can be examined separately. This capability allows us to

identify presence of the reflected, gyrating, and leaked MS particles that permeate

the vicinity of the bow shock which contaminate the SW measurements

(Montgomery et al. 1970; Thomsen et al. 1983; Sckopke 1995; Parks et al.

2016). Although these particles represent a small fraction of the SW (up to 20%),

they have energies higher than the SW and affect the values of the bulk parameters

calculated from the moments of the measured distribution. Another instrument (G-

detector) with 16 sensors in the polar direction (h) separated by 11.25� measures the

rest of the plasma. The two instruments combined with the spin of the spacecraft

measure the full 3D distribution in 4 s. (An important caveat about ESA

measurements is that the velocity moments computed from them cannot always be

trusted, because they do not always reflect the true state of the velocity distribution.

This is especially true when the counts are low giving a low signal-to-noise ratio. In

such cases, the moments, while useful, can give the illusion of a high temperature
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and can affect bulk flow velocities due to inability to clearly define the core/peak to

the distribution independent of the noise.)

4 Properties of density holes

The upstream region contains nonlinear structures characterized by steep gradients.

These nonlinear structures include the hot flow anomalies, HFAs (Schwartz et al.

1985, 2000), also known as hot diamagnetic cavities, HDCs (Thomsen et al. 1986),

foreshock cavities, FCs (Sibeck et al. 2002), and density holes, DHs (Parks et al.

2006). HFAs have been studied more recently by Zhang et al. (2010), Wang et al.

(2013), Xiao et al. (2015), and Shestakov and Vaisberg (2016). There have also

been reports of HFAs observed in other planets (Masters et al. 2009; Collinson et al.

2012) and possibly even in the region of heliospheric termination shock (Giacalone

and Burgess 2010). FCs result from the higher pressure region expanding into

adjacent region. Although they seem similar to HFAs including plasma compression

at the edges, their interior plasma does not show a temperature increase and there is

no strong flow deviations. The other structures, however, have many similarities,

but each has its own unique feature. An important question still not known is

whether these upstream structures are related to each other or produced by different

mechanisms (Fig. 8).

We show four examples of DHs observed by Cluster 1 (Fig. 9). These examples

indicate that some DHs are deep with only a few measurable particles inside them,

while others are shallow, only a factor of 2 smaller in density n than the surrounding

SW. The edges are steepened and bulk velocity in the X-direction is considerably

reduced inside DHs, sometimes approaching � 0 km/s. The temperature T inside

the hole is very hot, more than ten times the solar wind T. Note also that a

component of the magnetic field changes sign across the hole, indicating that the

interplanetary magnetic current sheet is active.

The average properties of DHs obtained from a sample of 147 (randomly chosen

events) during six orbits in 2001 are given (Fig. 10). The particle data have 4 s time

resolution. The panel on the left shows DHs with a mean duration of 17.9 ± 10.4 s,

and the middle panel shows a mean Dn=n of 0.69 ± 0.15. Here, Dn represents the

difference between the solar wind density and the minimum density in the hole. The

right-hand panel shows that the mean rotation of the magnetic field across the

neutral sheet was � 36 ± 24� in the spacecraft frame. The DHs are associated with

magnetic shears indicating the IMF current sheet is involved. What caused the

double peak is not understood. We have examined high-resolution spacecraft

potential data (a proxy for the electron density) and 22.5 Hz magnetic field for a few

holes and find that there were no significant substructures, although fluctuations

were present. In addition, the four SC observations of a few DHs indicate that they

can be as small as a few ion gyro-radii (Parks et al. 2006).

Except for the duration and depth of the density depletions, the features of DHs

are very similar to those seen in HFAs (Schwartz et al. 1985; Thomsen et al. 1986).

Typical durations of HFAs are a few minutes and DHs are shorter and have smaller

scale lengths (a few gyro-radii vs several RE) and they occur more frequently.
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Nevertheless, the similar features suggest that DHs may involve some of the same

mechanisms active in HFAs.

4.1 HFA model

Schwartz et al. (1985) and Thomsen et al. (1986) discovered the upstream nonlinear

structures independently. Originally, HFAs were called active current sheets and

Thomsen et al. (1986) called them hot diamagnetic cavities (HDCs). Later,

Paschmann et al. (1988) suggested the name three-dimensional structures with

anomalous flow directions. However, the name hot flow anomaly was adopted,

because the name could apply to all of the events without implying a specific

generation mechanism (Onsager et al. 1990). The basic mechanism for producing

these nonlinear structures is due to the interaction of the current sheets in the IMF

with the bow shock (Burgess and Schwartz 1988; Burgess 1989). Hybrid

simulations have reproduced many magnetic and particle features of HFAs

(Thomas and Brecht 1988; Thomas et al. 1991; Lin 2002; Omidi and Sibeck

2007). The original simulation model of HFA excluded the SW and the high

temperature is produced by the energetic reflected particles from the bow shock and

it does not include instabilities.

Fig. 8 Estimates of average differential flux of plasmas observed in the various regions of space
including SW, magnetosheath, magnetopause, magnetosphere, and geomagnetic tail (from Rème et al.
(2001))
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Fig. 9 Typical examples of density holes. Each panel includes, from top to bottom, energy flux
spectrogram, density, bulk velocities and temperature, and magnetic field. The density holes are
accompanied by nearly identically shaped magnetic holes with reduced intensity in the hole and
steepened B at the edge. Note that the scale of B is linear, while for n, it is logarithmic. The density holes
on 2 March 2005 were detected in GSE coordinates (12.0, 3.2, 4.9) RE, on 3 March 2004 at (9.2, -4.0,
10.5 ) indicating theRE, on 1 March 2003 at (12.6, 3.3, 6.3) RE, and 3 February 2002 at (9.6, 1.2, -8.5) RE

(from Parks et al. (2006))
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However, Thomsen et al. (1986) suggested that streaming instabilities between

the incoming solar wind and the particles reflected from the bow shock may be

important. HDCs were originally interpreted as early phase HFAs and streaming

instabilities led to a merging of the two distributions to produce a single hot

population observed in an HFA. Thomas et al. (1991) used a hybrid simulation to

show that a finite plasma beam moving through a collisionless plasma parallel to an

ambient magnetic field would excite an electromagnetic beam instability when the

drift speed of the beam exceeded twice the local Alfvén speed. The instability

produced an energetic plasma in the interaction region with b[ 1. The energetic

plasma can then expel the magnetic field, creating a diamagnetic cavity and

steepening Alfvén wave as the plasma expanded. This hybrid model has reproduced

many features similar to those observed in HDCs (Thomas and Brecht 1988).

4.2 Testing DHs using HFA model

Because the duration of DHs is much shorter than the durations of HFAs, we

hypothesized that DHs are early phase structures of HFAs. The question we have

examined is whether the models for HFAs can also explain DHs (Wilber et al.

2008). We then selected DHs without steepened edges (Fig. 11) as early phase

structures and performed the same tests using the above models. Similar early phase

HFAs have also been seen on THEMIS (Zhang et al. 2010).

We have found about 35 early phase DHs in Cluster data during 2001 and the

statistical analysis shows the E-field tends to point away from the IMF current

sheets. Figure 12 shows the downstream angles (left plot) have mean values 84.0 ±

7.9� and 83.8 ± 8.4� for C1 (black) and C3 (green). The upstream angles (right plot)

are 84.9±8.5� and 88.5 ± 10.5�. The fact that there are significant number of cases

with angles\90� is different from the determinations made of HFAs, which have

normal components of the field pointing inward (Paschmann et al. 1988; Thomsen

et al. 1993; Schwartz et al. 2000). The conclusion of this analysis indicates that DHs

are different from HFAs and HDCs. However, we have since expanded the analysis

to more DH events and the preliminary results are showing that the relationship is

Fig. 10 Statistical results of 147 DHs. Shown are number of density holes as a function of duration (Dt),
fractional density depletion (Dn=n), and magnetic field rotation D/IMF (degrees) from times before to
after the holes observed during six bow shock crossings (from Parks et al. (2006))
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more complicated and not as systematic as in Wilber et al. (2008). These results will

be published in a future article.

5 Slowdown of the bulk velocity

A regular feature observed with the upstream nonlinear structures is that the mean

velocity obtained from the velocity moment is reduced and Vx (GSE coordinate)

sometimes approaches � 0. In the SW, Vy and Vz are small, but they increase

encountering HFAs, indicating that the SW has been diverted (Schwartz et al. 2000;

Parks et al. 2006). The mean temperature T computed from the second moment also

increases accompanying the decrease of Vx. The slowdown of the SW has also been

observed in the foreshock region (Cao et al. 2009).

Fig. 11 Example of early phase DH. From top to bottom, energy flux spectrogram, density, Vx

component of bulk velocities, Vy (green) and Vz (blue) components of bulk velocities, temperature,

magnitude of magnetic field, and components (in GSE). Note that the increase of T and decrease of Vx are
small. Note that By switches sign in the hole as in regular DHs (from Wilber et al. (2008))
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To identify what causes the bulk velocity to slow down and the temperature T to

increase in the density depleted region, we have reexamined an upstream structure

that has been identified as an HFA event by Lucek et al. (2004). Figure 13 shows the

energy flux spectrogram of the event which shows the typical behavior of HFAs:

slowing down of the bulk speed (panel 3 from top), depletion of particles in the hole

(panel 2), temperature increases in the hole (panel 4), and steepened edges (panel 2

and bottom panel). This event has been studied in detail by Parks et al. (2013), and

here, we summarize the main results.

The HFA event was detected upstream at � 0336 UT after Cluster crossed the

bow shock at � 0339:18 UT (see Lucek et al. 2004). This HFA included two large

peaks observed in both the density n (second panel) and magnetic field B (bottom

panel) at � 0336:40 UT and � 0337:20 UT at the upstream edge. The small peak at

the downstream edge was observed at � 0336:10 UT and two density dips centered

around 0336:20 UT and 0336:40 UT. At the enhanced edge of the density n and B-

field at 0337:33 UT, n increased from � 1.4 to 8.3 cc�1 and B from � 5 to 22 nT.

These increases are due to the SW compressing against the edge of the HFA.

Following the overshoot on the upstream side which lasted until � 0337:00 UT,

n decreased to � 2 cc�1 and the magnetic field to 7 nT. Note that the values during

0336:40–0337:10 UT are slightly higher than the SW values, suggesting that Cluster

1 had not completely returned to SW.

The density n at � 0336:40 UT was compressed, and at the peak, it had a value

of � 7.5 cc�1 and the corresponding B-field had a value � 18 nT. Subsequently, the

density and magnetic field decreased to below the SW levels reaching minimum

values of n � 0.4 cc�1 and B � 1.5 nT (0336:25 UT). The density then recovered

at � 0336:21 UT and before SC1 returned to the SW (� 0336:00 UT), a small

Fig. 12 Distributions of the angles: the convection electric fields E make with the inferred current sheet
normals for the upstream (right) and down stream (left) sides. The angles\90� correspond to E-field
pointing outward. Cluster 1 black; Cluster 3 green (from Wilber et al. (2008))
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enhanced edge was detected on the downstream side with n increasing to 2.5 cc�1

and B to 7 nT.

Coincident with the density depleted region (0336:00–0336:45 UT), we note that

Vx slowed down to � 0 km s�1 and even went slightly positive at minimum n (one

data point, 4 s). In the SW, Vz was � 0, but it increased to 200 km s�1 at the edges.

Vy in the SW was � 50 km s�1 and it increased to � 75 km s�1. This behavior is

different during the enhanced edge observed at 0337:29 UT. Here, Vx did not

decrease in the low-density region (0336:50–0337:10 UT), but at the compressed

edge, Vx did decreased from � 725 to � 500 km s�1. The enhancement of Vy and Vz

can come from secondary ions (see Fig. 14), and as at the bow shock, ions could be

reflected significantly affecting the velocity moments (Wilson III et al. 2014).

During the time interval 0336:00–0336:45 UT, the temperature in the density

depleted region was � 3 � 107 �K, which was much higher than the SW T � 106

�K. However, during the time interval 0336:41–0337:33 UT, a temperature increase

was not observed in the density dip region, although a slight increase was observed

at the compressed edge (0337:29 UT). The magnetic field By component switched

sign in the density depleted region from positive to negative (0336:30 UT), but not

during the interval 0336:50–0337:10 UT. A rotation of the B-field is frequently seen

in HFAs and DHs.

A careful examination of the energy flux spectrogram (� 0336:21 UT) shows that

the SW beam was present during all of the HFA event. Another feature is the

Fig. 13 Example of the HFA event detected upstream of the bow shock Lucek et al. (2004). From top to
bottom: energy flux spectrogram, density, mean velocity (GSE), temperatures parallel and perpendicular
to magnetic field, and intensities of the magnetic field and components (from Parks et al. (2013))
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appearance of ions with energies lower than the SW energy. These particles have

different distributions from the back streaming SW population from the bow shock

(Fig. 14), and they could be accelerated at the shock or the steepened edge of the HFA.

As SC1 spins, the high voltage of each detector sweeps at a rate of 125 ms, and in

one spin obtains ion distributions in 32 energy steps and 16 / directions (operating

mode at this time). Examination of fluxes of ions as a function of h and / can show

from where the particles are arriving. The top plot of Fig. 14 shows the SW at / =

±180�, which is the direction that the detector was pointing (toward the Sun). The

next plot shows fluxes appearing from / = 0�, which is in the opposite of the SW.

The subsequent two plots show buildup of the fluxes centered around / = 0� at the
same time as the SW intensity diminishing.

Fig. 14 h� / plots of the time interval in Fig. 13 that included the SW beam. There are eight bins on the
Y-axis and 16 on the X-axis. Each panel is separated by 4 s (from Parks et al. (2013))
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We have demonstrated that the apparent decrease of the SW mean velocity Vx

associated with density depleted regions of HFAs in the moment data is not due to

slowing down of the SW, but it is an artifact of the moment calculations. The SW

beam is always present and the beam velocity remains fairly constant. During the

HFA event, other particles appear and act against the SW beam and the overall

result is to reduce the mean velocity hvi. The velocity moment Vx can vanish or

become positive, depending on the flux of the sunward and anti-sunward going

particles. The contribution of the sunward going particles also increases the volume

of the velocity space which the particles occupy and the second moment including

these particles increases and overestimates the temperature. Note that a similar

slowdown has been observed in simulations of SLAMS events by Dubouloz and

Scholer (1993).

5.1 Electrons in DHs and HFAs

Density depletions are also observed with electrons. Figure 15 shows pitch-angle

spectrograms of electrons at various energies for 2 March 2005 (the same event is

shown in Fig. 9 for ions). Each panel includes electrons at pitch angles from 0�

(bottom) and 180� (top). We see field-aligned electrons (probably strahl component)

near the leading edge of the nonlinear structure. The red blobs are core/halo

Fig. 15 Electron pitch-angle spectrogram for different energies. Note the field-aligned electrons (strahl)
at the leading edge. Spin modulation of the low energy electrons is due to pitch-angle anisotropy
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component, which is centered at spin phase 0� where field of view of the PEACE

instrument is directed toward the Sun. However, electron studies have just begun

and not much is known definitively about them at this time. Electrons are important

current carriers and studying them will reveal information about the IMF current

sheet associated with the DHs.

5.2 Waves in DHs and HFAs

Waves in DHs have been studied for a few isolated events and we summarize briefly

what is known about the waves (Lin et al. 2008). The top three panels of Fig. 17

show magnetic field components and magnitude and spacecraft potential, which is a

proxy for electron density. The next panel shows Cluster wave data obtained from

Waves of HIgh frequency and Sounder for Probing of Electron density by

Relaxation (WHISPER) experiment (Décréau et al. 1997) where the white line is

plasma frequency computed from measured density. The last two panels come from

Spatio-Temporal Analysis of electric and magnetic Field Fluctuations (STAFF)

(Cornilleau-Wehrlin et al. 1997) (Fig. 16).

The electric dE and magnetic dB waves are considerably enhanced at the

steepened edges. Inside the hole, most of the enhancement comes from d E-field.

EM waves are observed up to the electron cyclotron frequency (white line), and

inside DHs, the waves are mostly electrostatic.

For dB, the power inside the hole is significantly enhanced up to fce near the

edges of the hole and to several tens of Hz within the hole. One also sees narrow

band (electric field) enhancements near fpe (third panel) and broad band from � 10

Hz up to � 10 kHz (third and fourth panels). These waves are in the same frequency

range as the Doppler shifted ion acoustic waves observed in the solar wind (Gurnett

1985; Wilson III et al. 2014b).

In summary, the waves enhanced at the edges for dB and dE cover the frequency

range up to electron cyclotron frequency and the waves include the whistler mode

waves. The bursty broadband emissions observed up to the electron plasma

frequency are probably associated with electrostatic solitary structures traveling

along B (Behlke et al. 2004). Electric field associated with nonlinear interactions

can heat electrons inside DHs beyond the adiabatic effects (Lembège et al. 2003)

and heating of particles can also occur by ion-streaming instability across the bow

shock (Yang et al. 2014).

6 Nonlinear growth of upstream plasma structures

The four SC Cluster SC make in situ measurements from four points in space

providing information on the spatial and temporal features of the nonlinear

structures. In 2003, the Cluster spacecraft at apogee in the solar wind was often

aligned along the Sun–Earth line with the separation distances as large as � 1.6 RE.

This configuration has allowed us to observe how the spatial and temporal features

of upstream nonlinear structures developed as they moved passed by the four
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Cluster spacecraft. To interpret the observations, we assume that the geometry of the

structure is planar and the velocity is constant.

Figure 17 shows the magnitude and magnetic field components from the four

Cluster. The data have been arranged with the SC furthest away from the bow shock

on top and the closest on the bottom. The upper two panels show that at � 1050 UT,

SC1 was in the solar wind at � (9.8, -1.5, -9.7) RE, and separated from SC4 in the

X-, Y-, and Z-directions by � 1.6, 0.75, and 0.58 RE. The four Cluster SC were

inbound moving earthward toward the bow shock that was located at � (8.4, -1.8,

-9.7) RE deduced later from the encounter of the bow shock by SC1 at � 1210 UT

(not shown).

A nonlinear structure was observed by SC4 and a magnetic pulse growing

between 1048:50 and 1049:20 UT. This compressional pulse can be identified by an

increase of the magnetic field intensity |B| and decrease of the spacecraft potential

Fig. 16 Top three panels show magnetic field components and magnitude and spacecraft potential that is
proxy for electron density. The bottom three panels show power spectra of waves from WHISPER [units

are V Hz�1=2 as labeled in the color bar (right)] and electric field fluctuations dE in units of mV2 m�2

Hz�1 and the sum of magnetic fluctuations dB in units of nT2 Hz�1 from 8 Hz to 4 kHz from STAFF. The
white line is calculated electron cyclotron frequency
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(magenta), Usc, which is a proxy for electron density. The start of a compressional

pulse at the upstream edge of this nonlinear structure at � 1048:45 UT is marked by

an orange bar on top of Fig. 18c. The pulse amplitude dB relative to the upstream

magnetic field Bo was dB=Bo � 0.84. Observations from the other spacecraft

indicate that this nonlinear pulse included complicated features. Hence, we will

limit discussion of only the details of how the compressional pulse at the upstream

edge developed in time and not the more complicated structures following the pulse.

The ratio dB=Bo increased slightly to � 0.95 on SC3, which was located closer to

the bow shock. The pulse grew without much change in shape. However, on SC2,

the amplitude of the pulse more than doubled, and dB=Bo increased to � 2.4. Using

time delay information among the different SC, we deduced that the pulse grew

impulsively between SC3 and SC2. The average growth rate (dB=BoÞ=dt between
SC4 and SC3 is � 0.0024 s�1 and between SC3 and SC2, (dB=BoÞ=dt� 0:097 s�1,

40 times larger.

The edge of the pulse on SC 2 which faced the solar wind (� 1049:45 UT)

steepened sharply into a ramp. The distance between SC2 and SC3 was � 0.75 RE,

� 0.11 RE, and � 0.16 RE in the X-, Y-, and Z-directions, respectively, and the pulse

was moving in the X-direction embedded in the solar wind. Assuming that a similar

Fig. 17 Upper two panels show orbit of the Cluster spacecraft projected into a xy and b xz planes in the
GSE coordinates on 16 February 2003 (blue line) at 1050 UT. The blue curve represents the model bow
shock location. The 4SC magnetic field measurements using the full-resolution (22.5 Hz) data are shown
from c to f. The compressional pulse and shock-like structure are marked by the orange bar. Spacecraft
potential (magenta), /sc, which is proxy for electron density is plotted in (c). The bottom two panels
g and h show magnetic (g) and electric fields (h) measured by SC1 (solid lines) and SC2 (dotted lines).
The time on SC2 was shifted by 30 s to align the edges (from Lee et al. (2009))
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Fig. 18 (a–h) show Cluster observations of the nonlinear structures in the SW upstream of Earth’s bow
shock by Lee et al. (2009). The bottom panel shows full-particle simulation of an IMF current sheet with
the bow shock. The left panels (i, j) show the orbit of a satellite at the bow shock. (k) shows physical
values observed of jBj, ion density N, and ion temperature T (zoomed, to show the values in the same
scale). (l) shows the total ion bulk velocity and the components. The bottom panel (m) shows the
corresponding plot of the ion energy flux
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plasma region was sampled between SC2 and SC3, we interpreted the variations

observed from SC3 to SC2 as temporal rather than spatial. We thus see here

growing and ‘‘breaking’’ of a nonlinear pulse.

On SC1, the pulse had evolved into a shock-like structure with a ramp, overshoot

and a magnetosheath-like downstream region. The amplitude on SC2 was

comparable to that on SC1, indicating that after steepening, the amplitude ceased

to grow. Interesting wave activity occurred accompanying the steepened edge on

SC1 as shown in panels g and h below Fig. 18. An expanded view of B and E fields

measured on SC1 (solid lines) and SC2 (dotted lines) shows a few hertz frequency

oscillation occurred across the edge on SC1 (within the vertical bars) in both B and

E fields, while the transition was smooth on SC2. These embedded oscillations are

probably the early phase of whistler mode waves or electromagnetic oscillations that

propagated to the upstream region of the bow shock.

We have simulated the above observations using a 2D PIC simulation code, and

here, we illustrate how the simulation results help us interpret Cluster observations.

The simulation uses the model of the current sheet interaction with the bow shock

(Burgess and Schwartz 1988). For this simulation, we assumed that the leading edge

of DH or HFA develops into a perpendicular shock. Figure 19 shows the results

from 2D PIC electromagnetic full-particle code that simulate the shock. As in the

previous simulations (Leroy et al. 1982; Quest et al. 1985; Scholer and Matsukiyo

2004), a reflecting wall method is employed to generate the shock.

In Fig. 18i, j, the yellow curve shows the approximate path of a Visual Satellite

(VSC) through the simulated HFA region in the shock frame of reference. The

observed in situ physical values are shown in panels (k–m), and the magnetic field,

ion temperature and ion bull velocity are those observed by the Cluster satellite. The

steepening of the density hole edge depends on the location of the spacecraft

location relative to the bow shock and how long the IMF current sheet stays

connected. The macrostructure has also been observed in the previous 1D and 2D

hybrid simulations (Burgess and Schwartz 1988; Thomas et al. 1991; Omidi and

Sibeck 2007). In addition, we also plot ion energy flux across this region. Simulation

shows that the ions are heated inside the density holes and the steep shock edges

reproduce the observed data. Future work will include use of a global 3D simulation

model (Yang et al. 2016) to examine the interaction between IMF current sheet and

the bow shock on different scales.

At the initial time ‘‘A’’, the VSC is in the SW and it observes the cold SW beam

and quiet magnetic field profiles (Figs. 18k–m). At time‘‘B’’, the VSC inbound

crossed the boundary of the HFA. Between times ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘C’’, the VSC is inside

the HFA region. Figure 18k shows the corresponding profiles of ion temperature

(red), ion density (black) and the magnetic field (blue). The density and j B j go
down and form a density hole, simultaneously the temperature goes up, which

indicates that the ions have been heated inside the DH. Figure 18m shows that the

ion is diffused in the energy space in the HFA region. After the time ‘‘C’’, the VSC

goes back to the solar wind. At times ‘‘D’’ and ‘‘E’’, the VSC encounters the steep

jBj of the bow shock. This is one possible interpretation. Another possible

interpretation is that the steepening of j B j is due to the evolution of the HFA

boundary itself.
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7 Solar wind transport across the bow shock

How the SW is heated across the bow shock has been questioned since the early

observations (Burlaga and Ogilvie 1970). They have also indicated that a portion of

the incident SW is reflected from the bow shock and unlike fluid shocks, the

transmitted SW is not immediately thermalized across the shock. The four Cluster

SC have now measured the SW just upstream and downstream of the bow shock and

also the SW that has penetrated deeper inside the downstream region. These

measurements have been an experimental challenge, because, as shown in Fig. 8,

the SW beam and magnetosheath fluxes differ by more than four orders of

magnitude. Two detectors with different geometry factors have allowed us to make

these measurements on Cluster.

Figure 20 shows a summary plot from 24 January 2001 when Cluster was

outbound and crossed the bow shock at � 0645 UT. The intense red line (top panel)

at � 0.9 keV in the energy flux spectrogram after 0645 UT is due to SW Hþ ions

and the fainter green line above it at � 1.8 keV is Heþþ ions (from g-detector).

Magnetosheath ion distribution is broad in energy and includes several different

components.

The bulk parameters are computed onboard from the measured spin-resolution

3D distribution functions of the g-detector, adding up all of the particles

measured by the eight detectors in the 45� /h wedge during one spin of the

spacecraft. During this crossing, the instrument was operating in a mode that

transmitted the spin-resolution SW distribution function once every 15 spins (60 s)

and the remaining 14 spin data were not transmitted. Although the contribution of

the reflected, gyrating, and leakage particles is minimized, note that some of the

counts (blue) included contamination from these particles because of the energy

overlap (top panel).

The average density of the SW on this day was � 6.2 to 8.2 cc�1 and temperature

� 1.15 � 105 K (10.1 eV). The mean SW velocity was Vx ¼ �408 km s�1, and Vy

and Vz � -8 km s�1. The next three panels show data from the G-detector.

Because this detector saturates in the SW, it does not count at SW energy when

looking in the sunward direction. Hence, the bulk parameters from the G-detector

after � 0645 UT are meaningless. The bottom panel shows the magnitude of the

magnetic field in the SW jumped from 4 nT to nearly 20 nT at the shock at � 0645

UT. The downstream region of this bow shock crossing was accompanied by a

considerable amount of magnetic variations at low frequencies.

During this observation, the bow shock was moving toward Earth with a speed of

� 12 km s�1 (determined by timing the four Cluster observations) and the thickness

of the shock boundary was estimated around � 20 km slightly larger than the

bFig. 19 Top panel shows the energy flux spectrogram of ions measured by SW g-detector on Cluster 3.
The second panel shows density (black) and temperature (red), the third panel the total (black) and
components of velocity moments in GSE. The next four panels come from the G-detector designed to
measure the hotter magnetosheath population. Combined with the SW g-detector, the two detectors
provide full 3D measurements of all of the particles. The bottom panel shows the magnetic field and
components (from Parks et al. (2016))
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Larmor radius of 1 keV electrons in 20 nT B-field (� 12 km). The Alfvén speed in

the SW was � 46 km s�1 giving an Alfvénic Mach number MA � 8.9. The b of the

SW plasma was � 1.4 and the angle between the shock normal and the IMF was

hBN � 62�. This bow shock is classified as a typical super-critical quasi-

perpendicular shock.

7.1 Super-Alfvénic flow in the magnetosheath

Cluster observations show that the flow speed in the magnetosheath can remain

super-Alfvénic and the SW beams can penetrate across the bow shock with very

little change in temperature. Let us focus on the plots shown in Fig. 20 during the

time interval when the spacecraft crossed the bow shock into the downstream
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Fig. 20 Each panel shows spin-resolution 3D distribution function of ions measured on Cluster 3 from
0632:04 UT in the MS to 0646:07 UT in the SW (spacecraft frame of reference). The value of the
distribution function (vertical axis) is calculated by summing all of the counts from the different h
detectors (h goes from ?90� to -90� with ?90� along the spacecraft spin axis) within the 45� / wedge of

the azimuthal direction. The main beam is Hþ and the weaker beam is Heþþ. These plots show that the

quality of the SW beams in the MS varied considerably, with some showing features of Hþ and Heþþ

nearly the same as in the SW (0632:06 UT), while others have been scattered and heated. The foot of the
shock was crossed at � 0645:07 UT and the distribution at 0644:07 UT was near the peak of the ramp
(from Parks et al. (2016))
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magnetosheath (MS) region. The bow shock crossing can be seen in the magnetic

field discontinuity and also by discontinuities in macroscopic parameters of the

particles, density n, temperature T, and mean velocity V. An important feature is that

both g- and G-detectors show that the SW speed (Vx; black) in the MS was � 200

km s�1, larger than the Alfvén speed (magenta), which was � 50 km s�1. While the

SW bulk speed decreased, the bulk speed remained super-Alfvénic. Super-Alfvénic

flow in the magnetosheath is very often observed.

7.2 Distribution function upstream and downstream of magnetosheath

The distribution functions of the penetrated SW beams into the MS have been

computed from the g-detector from 0632:04 UT to 0646:07 UT in the SW (Fig. 21).

Here, v = (v2x þ v2y þ v2z Þ
1=2

is the total velocity. The moments of the bulk parameters

shown earlier in Fig. 20 come from these distributions. It is important to note that

the MS population includes several different sources. In addition to the penetrated

SW, particles are leaking out of the magnetosphere and ionosphere (Marcucci et al.

2004), and there are also locally accelerated particles. The bulk quantities computed

from the moment include all of these particles residing in the MS. The total density

varied from � 1.7 to 9.7 cc�1, the bulk velocity from 247 to 396 km/s, and

temperature � 13 to 132 eV. The distributions in the MS are very complex,

sometimes showing multiple beams. A few events showed broadening of the Hþ

and Heþþ peaks, indicating that the beams have been heated (0637:06 UT), while

others (0632:06 UT; 0638:07 UT, 0638:07 UT) showed the Hþ and Heþþ beams

remained almost the same as in the upstream SW (0646:07 UT). Note that the Heþþ

ions did not slow down as much as Hþ ions (0632:06 UT).

7.3 Temperature of SW ion beams in magnetosheath

The temperatures of the SW beams in the MS can be estimated after removing the

contaminated particles. During 0630–0645 UT, there were � 18 SW beams in the

MS (Fig. 21). Examination of the h/ distributions showed that the quality of the

beams in the MS varied (not shown). Some were scattered considerably appearing in

all of the 8 h detectors, while a few retained most of the original SW features which

appeared in -177� to 171� but deviated crossing the shock boundary. Figure 21

shows 2D distributions of the distributions in the SW (top two rows) and in the MS

(bottom two rows) in the plasma frame of reference. To compute temperatures of

Hþ and Heþþ, the velocities have been shifted corresponding to their bulk flow

values. The ratio of bulk speeds for Heþþ to Hþ in the SW is 1.4 and in the MS is

� 1.7. The MS values are higher, because Heþþ with greater M/Q slows down less

than Hþ. These distributions have been transformed subsequently to directions

parallel (x-axis) and perpendicular (y-axis) to the magnetic field and the 1D cuts

were then taken to obtain parallel (red) and perpendicular (black) temperatures

assuming the shapes of the distributions are Maxwellian.
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UT Tjj T? Tjj T?

0646: 07 Hþ 9.62 7.54 Heþþ 8.35 5.2

0632:07 Hþ 6.09 5.78 Heþþ 7.33 14.4

0638:07 Hþ 6.29 6.31 Heþþ 5.65 7.98

0639:07 Hþ 10.4 7.71 Heþþ 13.3 7.52

In general, we see that Tjj[T? for both Hþ and Heþþ, and Tjj and T? are slightly

lower in the MS than in the SW, except at 0632:07 UT, T? for Heþþ is higher. Note

also that T? for Heþþ in the MS is higher than Tjj.

The SW temperature anisotropy that we measured is consistent with the previous

measurements from Wind and Helios (Kasper et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2006) which

indicate that Tjj is often higher than T?. The surprising result is that the temperatures

of Hþ and Heþþ can be nearly the same in the downstream MS region as in the SW.

These results confirm the early Helios observations that noted that the energy

spectra of Heþþ in the SW and MS are similar (Formisano et al. 1970). The

temperatures estimated here for the beams are almost a factor of two lower than

those shown in Fig. 20 that included all of the other particles (� 10 to 12 eV). The

new result here is that the temperatures of Hþ and Heþþ remained essentially the

same crossing the shock into the downstream magnetosheath region for both ion

species indicating that little or no interaction had occurred crossing the bow shock.

8 High-frequency waves across the bow shock

We now discuss briefly the behavior of high-frequency waves using data from the

Cluster WHISPER and STAFF experiments. Figure 22 shows the electron (top

panel) and wave data (panels 6 and 7) of a shock crossing that occurred on 1

February 2002. The shock was crossed � 1940 UT and hBN for this shock was

� 89�. The top panel shows the omnidirectional energy flux, the second panel

current along the magnetic field direction, jk, and the third panel parallel and

perpendicular heat fluxes, Hk and H?.

The next two panels show magnetic field components, Bxyz, and the total

magnitude of the magnetic field, |B|, from FGM. The bottom two panels are

magnetic and electrostatic fluctuations including calculated electron cyclotron

frequency (FceÞ. The bottom two panels show 1D cuts of the 2D electron

distribution function at 1955:11 UT (blue, k; red, ? directions), and the dotted lines

bFig. 21 Temperature of MS Hþ and Heþþ beams calculated in the plasma frame of reference at 0632:07

UT. The top two panels show the 2D and 1D cuts of the Hþ and Heþþ beams in the SW (Tk ¼ 6:09 eV;

T? ¼ 5:68 eV) and the bottom two beams in the MS (Tk ¼ 7:33 eV and T? ¼ 14:38 eV). In the 1D

distributions, the data points are circles and the solid lines are fits to the data points assuming a
Maxwellian distribution. Red is Tk and blue is T?. The SW beams in the MS can sometimes show much

of the same features of the original SW. The velocity scales are ±400 km s�1 (from Parks et al. (2016))
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from the magnetosheath and the hodogram between 1955:00 and 1955:03 UT. We

used minimum variance analysis to determine the k direction of the wave and the

wave polarization was calculated in the plane perpendicular to k, which is in the

same sense to the underlying magnetic field. The waves in the shock are whistler

mode waves, and much is already known about them. However, the evolution of the

distribution function of the electrons can be relevant, especially in comparison with

the waves.

The electron data on SC 2 are most complete and one sees that at 1954:55 UT,

the first distribution observed in the SW, a bump at 1.5 � 106 m s�1 that is visible

Fig. 22 Top panel shows electron energy flux spectrogram, the second panel current estimated from the
difference of two electron fluxes going toward and against the magnetic field, the third panel shows the
electron heat flux (parallel red, perpendicular black), and the fourth and fifth panels components and
magnitude of the magnetic field. The next two panels show waves from STAFF and WHISPER, where the
white lines are electron cyclotron frequency. The bottom two panels show electron distribution along and
perpendicular to B and the hodogram showing that the waves are right-hand circularly polarized
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not only on the k and anti k components (black) but also in the perpendicular ones

(red). Looking at the following distributions, it seems that this beam grew more and

more while approaching the shock. When getting further from the shock, it seems

that this bump shape disappears from the ? distributions but remains in the k and

antik directions (true until 2011:11 UT, which was very close to the other shock

crossing).

The second panel shows the estimated current density obtained from the

difference of electron fluxes traveling along and against the direction of the

magnetic field shows current density of a few hundred 10�9 A m�2. The heat flux

was � 0.04 ergs cm�2 at the peak of the shock and directed in the sunward direction

(red). The next four panels show fluctuating magnetic field from FGM, WHISPER,

and STAFF. The fluctuations were bursty and magnetic fluctuations occurred below

the electron cyclotron frequency fce (white line), while the electrostatic waves

showed they can exceed fce. The bottom two panels show 1D electron distributions

in parallel (black) and perpendicular (red) directions which show flat top shape and

the right panel, and hodogram of low-frequency waves from the FGM data shows

that the low-frequency waves are right-hand circularly polarized in the plane

perpendicular to k determined from minimum variance analysis. These properties

are consistent with earlier observations of low-frequency waves at the shock

(Wilson III et al. 2009; Hull et al. 2012; Wilson III et al. 2012, 2013a).

9 Entropy across Earth’s bow shock

In ordinary fluid shocks, entropy increases across a shock, because statistical

physics predicts that entropy must increase in irreversible processes. Collisions play

a fundamental role in this thermalization process. For shocks in collisionless

plasmas, the process of thermalization is not known. However, it is possible to see

how the entropy behaves across the shock using the Cluster data. If the bow shock is

formed by irreversible processes, the increase of entropy should be observable as the

spacecraft crosses the bow shock into the downstream magnetosheath. We have

studied how the entropy behaves, and here, we summarize the results given in Parks

et al. (2012).

The concept of entropy was invented by Ludwig Boltzmann to explain why the

gases in macroscopic systems are irreversible, while the individual particles in the

systems are reversible. Boltzmann’s entropy S is defined by S ¼ �kBH where kB is

Boltzmann’s constant, H ¼
R
f lnfd3v, f is one-particle distribution function, and the

integration is performed over all velocities. Differentiation of the H function with

respect to time leads to his famous H-theorem, dH=dt ¼
R
ð1þ lnf Þof=otd3v	 0

where the equality holds only if f is Maxwellian. The H-function is always negative,

and since there are many possible configurations in any system, H will decrease as

f evolves to the most probable Maxwellian distribution.
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9.1 Measuring entropy across Earth’s bow shock

We wish to rely on measurement as much as possible. Because particle instruments

acquire the distribution functions only locally at the spacecraft, and not throughout

the volume of the unmeasured flux tube, we have calculated a normalized

H function, defined by h ¼ Rpilnpi where pi ¼ fiD
3vi=N, N is particle number

density, and i indexes the sampled phase space volume elements at velocity vi of the

particle. This h function is proportional to entropy per particle (entropy density) at

the spacecraft. Successive measurements of h in time allow us to calculate and

obtain dh=dt ¼ ½hðtÞ � hðt � DtÞ
=Dt where Dt is the spin period of the spacecraft (4
s for Cluster). To study the behavior of h and dh=dt, we have computed these

quantities across the bow shock for more than 20 fairly quiet shocks crossings

(Parks et al. 2012). We now show one example to illustrate how h and dh=dt
behave.

The original Boltzmann’s calculations assumed a homogeneous neutral gas at

rest that changed in time. Our analysis is different. We have assumed that our

instrument is moving with a magnetic flux tube of steady SW across Earth’s bow

shock. For space plasmas, the SW is moving nearly a hundred times faster than the

spacecraft, and the spacecraft is also moving slowly (typically a few km s�1) with

respect to the bow shock (tens of km s�1). Hence, for steady SW, we have

interpreted the observed time variations as due to spacecraft motion through the

spatial structures. Our assumption is that the measurements along the spacecraft

track give us a history of the plasma volume that traveled the same track.

On 1 February 2002, Cluster 1 in the MS was outbound and crossed the bow

shock at � 1940:24 UT (Fig. 23, panel 3). To discuss the behavior of how entropy

behaved across the bow shock observed on this day, note that the SW appears in the

energy flux spectrogram plot as a narrow red line centered around � 600 eV (panel

2). The SW flow speed was Vx about -320 km s�1, which slowed down to � 75 km

s�1 and deviated in the y- and z-directions just before crossing the shock. The flow

speed in the MS settled to about -150 km s�1 (panel 3). The plasma in the

downstream MS covers a much broader energy range, from � 10 eV to several keV.

The values of the Boltzmann’s h-function for ions (panel 4, black) and electrons

(panel 5, black) in the SW were -2.4 (ions) and -5.5 (electrons), and these values

decreased across the magnetic ramp to -4.5 and -7.2 in the MS. The corresponding

changes of entropy across the shock are Ds of � 2.9�10�16 ergs K�1 for ions and

2.3�10�16 ergs K�1 for electrons.

The distribution functions of the plasma in the near vicinity of the shock

boundary have been examined to learn about the possible cause of the entropy

change, and we find the presence of multiple ion population on 1 February 2002 (not

shown). Multiple distributions have previously been observed in the vicinity of the

shock (Paschmann et al. 1988). Three different populations were observed that

included the SW beam and diffuse beam moving away from the shock and the

gyrating population. The SW ion beam was seen after going through the magnetic

ramp, because the SW distribution was not completely thermalized.
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9.2 Vlasov model

We have examined the possibility to explain our observations of how h and dh/dt

changed using the Vlasov theory. Our goal is to explain that the observed entropy

changes are consistent with the concept that a collisionless plasma element crossed

the shock. We begin with the Vlasov equation of=ot þ v � of=orþ a � of=ov ¼ 0

and obtain an entropy conservation equation written as oðnsÞ=ot þr �R
ð�kBvf log f Þdv ¼ 0 (Parks et al. 2012). Here, n ¼

R
fdv is the density and ns ¼R

f log fdv is entropy flux, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The integral of the last

term in the bracket vanishes when the acceleration a is equal to the Lorentz force.

The second term in the equation is the divergence of the entropy flux that can be

computed kinetically. We change the variables, v ¼ Uþ c, where U is the first

velocity moment, and we define f 0ðcÞ ¼ f ðUþ cÞ. The entropy conservation

equation can then be rewritten as

Fig. 23 Summary data of the bow shock crossing on 1 February 2002. The ions are measured in the
energy range � 10 eV to � 35 keV. The ion data shown are three spin averages (12 s). Electrons were
measured by Plasma Electron And Current Experiment (PEACE) and the data are one spin averages.
PEACE is also an electrostatic analyzer and electrons are measured in the energy range � 5 eV–2.9 keV.
The electron data shown come from SC2, because no 3D data were available on SC1. SC2 was 600 km
from SC1 (the bow shock crossing time was shifted to coincide with SC1). (a) shows magnetic field and
components in GSE coordinate system, (b) energy spectrogram of ions, (c) mean ion velocities computed
from the 3D distribution functions, (d) h (black) and dh / dt (red) of ions, and (e) h (black) and dh /
dt (red) of electrons. Note that because Cluster starts downstream of the shock and later moves upstream,
a reversed time history of a convected plasma volume is observed. This artifact of reference frame has
been compensated by inverting the dh / dt traces (from Parks et al. (2012))
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oðnsÞ=ot þr � ðUnsÞ ¼ kBr �
Z

cf 0 log f 0dc ð3Þ

The right side of this equation vanishes for equilibrium processes in Vlasov plasmas

corresponding to the adiabatic fluid case. However, at the bow shock, there are

multiple populations and the distribution functions are non-Maxwellian and the

value of the integral is finite.

Let us now assume a steady state (o=ot ¼ 0) and a 1D bow shock with x-direction

normal to the shock. Equation 3 then simplifies to dðUxns� FxÞ=dx ¼ 0 and this

equation shows that ðUxns� FxÞ ¼ constant, which can be rewritten as

ðUx1n1s1 � Fx1Þ ¼ ðUx2n2s2 � Fx2Þ. We then use the mass conservation equation

U1n1 ¼ U2n2, and arrive at

s2 � s1 ¼ ðF2x � F1xÞ=U1n1 ð4Þ

where the sub-indices 1 and 2 are quantities measured in the upstream and down-

stream regions. U1 is the flow in the normal direction, which is determined from

observations using the minimum variance analysis. For processes that produce non-

Maxwellian distribution functions, the right side of (4) gives the amount of per

particle entropy change in this simplified 1D Vlasov model.

The left side ðs2 � s1Þ has already been computed (Fig. 23). We now show the

new terms on the right of Eq. (4) for ions only (Fig. 24), because there are no 3D

electron data on SC1. Since the data used here were obtained when the SW flow was

not varying significantly during the time, it took to measure both sides of the shock,

we will assume that we are essentially looking at the same flux tube of plasma but at

earlier and later times.

Fig. 24 Shown are the magnetic field (top panel), h and dh / dt of ions (panel (2)), the kinetic function Fn

[panel (3)], and the local change of per particle kinetic entropy flux, Eq. 3 (panel (4), black) superposed
on dh / dt (red) (from Parks et al. (2012))
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Let us reiterate what we have learned. We measured entropy density (not the total

entropy) that increased across Earth’s bow shock. Our observations are consistent

with the Vlasov model of entropy which predicts that entropy density can be locally

generated when the distribution function is non-Maxwellian. Some of the

observations reported here about the behavior of entropy across the bow shock

have been reproduced in full 1D PIC simulation (Yang et al. 2014).

10 Concluding remarks

We have presented a brief overview of the bow shock physics, emphasizing new

observations made by the Cluster mission. We have shown features about the bow

shock that have not been included in the previous review articles. Many

fundamental issues about the bow shock physics still remain not well understood

nor predicted by existing theories and models. We list some of the problems here for

future studies.

1. We have considered the various upstream structures as part of the bow shock

dynamics. However, it is still not known how the various structures are related.

No studies have as yet identified the specific criteria for when these nonlinear

structures are observed, or a mechanism for their production. It is still not know

if the shorter temporal variations like DHs evolve to the longer HFAs as they

are convected toward the bow shock. How do the upstream nonlinear structures

affect the dynamics or the reformation of the bow shock?

2. Upstream nonlinear structures are observed only when the back streaming

particles are observed, but not all back streaming particles produce the

nonlinear structures. The current sheet interaction model (Burgess 1989) with

the bow shock is crucial for the upstream structures. What parameters in the SW

control as to when the upstream structure should be created?

3. Sometimes, the solar wind beam can penetrate the bow shock with little change

in the temperature indicating little or no interaction occurring at the bow shock.

This behavior is not explained by any of the theoretical or simulation models

and requires new innovations.

4. Our observations indicate that the behavior of entropy across the bow shock is

consistent with the Vlasov description of collisionless plasmas. Our analysis

included only the distribution function of charged particles.

Tidman and Krall (1971) have suggested that entropy generation can be represented

by fluctuating quantities derivable by expanding the Vlasov equation with

f ¼ hf i þ df ; E ¼ hEi þ dE; B ¼ hBi þ dB, where quantities in h i are mean

quantities averaged over the ensemble and quantities in d are fluctuations about the

mean. They showed that

dhf i=dt þ dhf i=drþ q=m hEi þ v� hBi½ 
 � df=dv ¼ C

where C represents the collision term expressed by
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C ¼ q=mðdEþ v� dBÞ � df=dt

They then calculated the change of the entropy flux across the shock, showing that

the entropy change is given by

Z
vx hf i2 lnhf i2 � hf i1 lnhf i1½ 
 ¼ q

m

Z
dx

Z
dv

hf i
dhf i
ov

� ðdEþ v� BÞdf
� �

ð5Þ

where the subscripts 1 and 2 are quantities measured on the two sides. The fluc-

tuating fields dE and dB are nonzero in the region of the shock and this region

contributes to the integral of the right side of Eq. 5. Thus, they suggest that the

turbulence collision term is the source of entropy in the shock layer. The quantities

in entropy change equation across the shock given above can be obtained from our

experiments on the Cluster mission. We will compute the mean distribution function

on both sides of the bow shock. We will also compute the deviations of the dis-

tribution function about the mean. The actual fields are directly measured by the

wave experiments. Note that we know how to calculate the entropy changes of

particles (Parks et al. 2012).

Future work testing the consistency of Eq. 5 is critical for how waves contribute

to entropy and learn about the importance of the fluctuating quantities. Further data

analysis combined with computer modeling with measured fluctuating fields and

shock parameters are in the plan to reveal new clues about energy dissipation and

entropy generation in collisionless shocks observed throughout the Universe.
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